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- **Books and chapters in books** have a call number and are shelved either in rows 1-17 or displayed on the new books display unit. Signs on the end of the shelves provide guidance to the call numbers.

  341.01 % DUP
  Dupuy, Pierre-Marie
  Droit international public / Pierre-Marie Dupuy. – Paris : Dalloz, 2000. – xxix, 731 p ; 21 cm

- **Periodical articles** can be found in the current periodicals displayed on the units A-E.
  A list of periodical titles is attached to the end of each display unit.

  PERIODIQUE
  Kamminga, Menno T.

- **Doctrine** comprises offprints and copies of articles from periodicals about the ECHR; these are held in the doctrine boxes on shelf E and are filed alphabetically by the author’s name.

  DOCTRINE
  Cohen-Jonathan, G.

- **These and Memoire** only on the ECHR, are unpublished works held on the mezzanine level on shelf 18.

  MEMOIRE
  Bottu, Martin

- **Dossier** comprises offprints, pamphlets, documents and copies of periodical articles on the subjects covered by the library. These are held in the drawers at the bottom of display unit B.

  DOSSIER-ARDEN-2005
  Arden, Dame Mary
  Human rights in the age of terrorism / by Dame Mary Arden. - The law quarterly review, vol. 121 (oct. 2005), p. 604-627

- **Digital** documents are accessible directly from the catalogue.
  Click on the URL with the reference to obtain a pdf version of the document.

  DIGITAL
  Woolf, Lord
  Review of the working methods of the European Court of Human Rights, December 2005 / Lord Woolf ... [et al.]. – S.n. : s.l., 2005

- **Website** documents are accessible directly from the catalogue.
  Click on the URL with the reference to link to the website.

  WEBSITE
  QPZ : Qendra e Publikimeve Zyrtare / [electronic resource]
  Albania. Qendra e Publikimeve Zyrtare Tirana : QPZ